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Multicore Software
Technologies
[A survey]

F

or decades, parallel computers were synonymous with supercomputers, large and expensive machines built by companies like Cray
and IBM, affordable only to government
laboratories and large corporations. Only
expert programmers were able to effectively use
these systems.
In the 1990s, two parallel programming standards grew to dominate the parallel computing
landscape: the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [1]
and Open Multiprocessing (OpenMP) [2]. MPI and
OpenMP simplified development of parallel applications by promoting portable, open standards
over multiple proprietary technologies.
Nevertheless, MPI and OpenMP still required an indepth understanding of parallel computing.
Today, with the rise of multicore processors, parallel
computing is everywhere. Multicore architectures have
quickly spread to all computing domains, from embedded
systems to personal computers to high performance supercomputers. Knowledge and experience in parallel programming,
unfortunately, have not kept pace with the trend towards parallel
hardware.
Multicore architectures require parallel computation and
explicit management of the memory hierarchy, both of which add
programming complexity and are unfamiliar to most programmers. While MPI and OpenMP still have a place in the multicore
world, the learning curves are simply too steep for most programmers. New technologies are needed to make multicore processors
accessible to a larger community. The signal and image processing
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(SIP) community stands to benefit immensely from such technologies. For examples of key SIP algorithms, see [3] and [4].
This article provides a survey of new software technologies that
hide the complexity of multicore architectures, allowing programmers to focus on algorithms instead of architectures.
Technology Capabilities
This section describes various capabilities found in many software technologies that enable programmers to program a
range of multicore architectures. These capabilities are summarized in Table 1.
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Task parallelism is a form of parallelism where different computational tasks are assigned to different processors, each processing either the same or different data. Task parallelism is often
synonymous with the multiple-program multiple-data (MPMD)
model, in which different processors execute different programs,
processing the same or different data [6]. Task parallelism enables
data flow patterns, e.g., pipelines, fork-joins, and round-robining,
common to real-time streaming data, e.g., video.
The default mechanism for running parallel programs on multicore processors is to run a separate process on each core.
Threads enable a lighter weight approach to processes [7].
Technologies implement threads (and similar constructs) with
support from software and/or hardware.
Multicore software technologies can be implemented as languages or libraries. New languages are often extensions of existing languages, e.g., C. In some cases, existing languages impose
restrictions that limit their ability to express new programming
constructs, warranting an entirely new language. Libraries support a range of languages, e.g., MATLAB, C, and C11. Table 1
identifies which technologies are languages or libraries and what
language the technology is based on, if applicable.
Porting software between different parallel architectures has
always been difficult. The wide range of multicore architectures
now available only increases the difficulty of this task. A number of
software technologies support multiple architectures, minimizing
the difficulty of porting applications between different multicore
architectures.

Multicore designs range from conventional, homogeneous
architectures (e.g., multicore x86) to novel, heterogeneous architectures (e.g., IBM Cell). Homogeneous multicore systems continue to be popular and many software technologies provide
programming interfaces that are more approachable than MPI and
OpenMP. Many emerging architectures, however, have heterogeneous designs that use a host processor for program control and
coprocessors for computation. Graphics processing units (GPUs)
supplement a conventional processor, e.g., x86, which acts as the
host. IBM’s Cell contains a host [PowerPC Processor Element
(PPE)] and multiple coprocessors [Synergistic Processor Elements
(SPEs)] on the same chip [5]. Field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) are becoming supplements or alternatives to multicore
processors.
Architectures such as these have explicit memory hierarchies
that span the host and coprocessor. Efficient data movement
across the memory hierarchy is key to achieving high performance. Many new software technologies have interfaces for managing computation and data movement for coprocessors.
Data parallelism is a form of parallelism where data are distributed across multiple processors, with each processor performing
the same computation, thus reducing the total amount of work on
each processor. Data parallelism is often synonymous with the single-program multiple-data (SPMD) programming model, in which
the same program executes on multiple processors but processes
different data [6].
Traditionally, the programmer is responsible for allocating
memory on each processor and “bookkeeping,” e.g., keeping track
of which data elements are on each processor. Many of the technologies discussed in this article contain distributed array constructs. Distributed (or parallel) arrays take care of memory
allocation and data movement across processors and include bookkeeping capabilities, relieving the programmer of this burden.

Languages
The vast majority of programming languages are designed for
serial computation. There are a number of initiatives to add
explicit support for parallelism to popular languages. Unified
Parallel C (UPC) and Sequoia are two languages presented here

[Table 1] Summary of capabilities of multicore software technologies.
Technology
Brook1
Chapel
Cilk11

Organization
AMD
Cray
Cilk Arts

Co-array
Fortran

Standards Body

CUDA
Fortress
OpenCL
PCT
pMatlab
PVL
PVTOL

NVIDIA
Sun/Open source
Standards Body
Mathworks
MIT-LL
MIT-LL
MIT-LL

Sequoia
Star-P
StreamIt
Titanium
UPC
VSIPL11

Stanford
Interactive
Supercomputing
MIT
UC Berkeley
Standards Body
Standards Body

X10

IBM

Coprocessor
support
Y

Data
parallel
Y
Y
Y

Task
parallel
Y
Y
Y

Thread
support
Y
Y
Y

Language/
Library
Language (C)
Language
Language (C11)

Y

Language (Fortran)

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Language (C)
Language
Language (C)
Language (MATLAB)
Library (MATLAB)
Library (C11)
Library (C11)

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Language (C)
Library
(MATLAB, Python)
Language
Language (Java)
Language (C)
Library (C11)
Language (Java)
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Current target
architectures
AMD GPU
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU
(shared memory x86)
Multicore CPU
NVIDIA GPU
Multicore CPU
GPU
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU,
Cell, GPU, FPGA
Cell
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU
Multicore CPU,
NVIDIA GPU, Cell, FPGA
Multicore CPU

that add parallelism to C. Several other languages, including
languages derived from Fortran and Java and entirely new languages, are also briefly described.
Unified Parallel C
UPC is a parallel extension of the C Language [8]. The UPC standard is maintained by the UPC Consortium, an open group of
industry, government, and academic institutions.
UPC programs are modeled as a collection of threads that
share a single global address space that is logically partitioned
among the threads, a programming model known as Partitioned
Global Address Space (PGAS). A thread’s portion of the address
space is divided into private and shared spaces. Only the local
thread can access variables in the private space; any thread can
access variables in the shared space. Variables are allocated in
the shared space by adding the shared keyword to the declaration. UPC supports data parallelism via shared arrays. Shared
arrays are partitioned among threads such that each thread has
part of the array allocated in its shared space. Figure 1 contains
example code for a vector sum on shared arrays [9].
When a thread accesses data in another thread’s shared
space, data are communicated transparently. UPC supports a
range of homogeneous multicore architectures; threads can
execute on different cores and different processors. On shared
memory systems, threads communicate through memory. On
distributed memory systems, threads communicate through
runtime layers like MPI.
Compiling a C program with a UPC compiler results in a
program that runs N instances of the program in N threads.
This allows programmers to write a serial C program and then
parallelize the program with UPC. Also, any library with an ISO
C interface is compatible with UPC. For example, the Fastest
Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) and Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms (BLASs) libraries can be used in UPC programs.
Sequoia
Sequoia is a research project at Stanford University [10].
Sequoia explicitly targets the management of data in a processor’s memory hierarchy, i.e., allocation and movement, to
achieve high performance.
Sequoia is a syntactic extension of C but introduces programming constructs that result in a different programming
model. Unlike C’s model, which consists of a single processor
and single memory space, Sequoia exposes coprocessors and
memory hierarchies. A memory hierarchy is a tree of memory
modules, where modules closer to the leaves of the tree are generally smaller and faster. Hierarchical arrays are allocated across
the memory tree. A hierarchical processor is composed of control processors (i.e., hosts) and processing elements (i.e., coprocessors); processing elements operate on leaf memory modules
while control processors operate on nonleaf modules.
Sequoia programs consist of computational functions called
tasks. A task can only access its function arguments and locally
declared variables, like a regular C function. Tasks support data

// Allocate shared arrays
#define N 100*THREADS
shared int v1[N], v2[N], v1plusv2[N];
// Do vector sum
int i;
upc_forall(i = 0; i < N; i++; i)
v1plusv2[i] = v1[i] + v2[i];
[Fig1] Example code for UPC.

parallelism by executing on multiple processing elements. Tasks
are written with no references to the specific architecture.
When a program is compiled for a specific machine, the programmer specifies how the program’s tasks are executed on the
target architecture; this is done separately from the program
code. This allows the same program to be mapped to different
architectures without modifying the program code. Consider
the vector add example in Figure 2 [11]. The VectAdd task is
composed of two parts, an inner task and leaf task. On the Cell,
one way to map the task is to execute the inner task on the PPE
and the leaf task on the SPEs. The inner task partitions arrays of
size N into subarrays of size T, which are sent to SPE memory
to be added by the leaf task.
Other Languages
Co-Array Fortran [12] and Titanium [13] are PGAS languages.
Like UPC, multiple copies of a program execute on different
cores but share a global address space. Co-Array Fortran and
Titanium add language extensions to Fortran and Java, respectively, to distribute data and allow each copy to access data in
other copies’ address spaces.
Cilk11 is a parallel extension of C11 developed by Cilk Arts
[14] and is based on the Cilk language developed at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [15]. Cilk11 adds
three keywords, cilk_spawn, cilk_sync, and cilk_for,
to mark parallelism and synchronization within a program. The
keyword cilk_spawn asynchronously launches a child function in parallel with the caller. The caller may spawn multiple
functions to increase the degree of parallelism. Child functions
may also call cilk_spawn themselves; recursive, divide-andconquer algorithms can be parallelized in this manner. The keyword cilk_sync waits until all of the caller’s child functions
have completed, and then cilk_for executes a for loop’s iterations in parallel.
StreamIt was developed at MIT [16] and targets applications
that process streaming data, e.g., real-time audio or video.
StreamIt takes advantage of the fact that streaming applications
often repeatedly perform the same computations in a regular,
static pattern that can execute as parallel streams of instructions.
Several common data flow patterns, e.g., pipelines, fork-joins,
and round-robining, are directly expressible in the language.
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s High
Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) program is developing
high-performance computing languages to allow applications to
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void task VectAdd(in float A[N], in float B[N],
out float C[N]);
void task<inner>
VectAdd::Inner(in float A[N], in float B[N],
out float C[N]) {
tunable T;
mappar (unsigned int i = 0 : N/T) {
VectAdd(A[i*T:(i+1)*T;T],
B[i*T:(i+1)*T;T],
C[i*T:(i+1)*T;T]);
}
}
void task<leaf>
VectAdd::Leaf(in float A[N], in float B[N],
out float C[N]) {
for (unsigned int i = 0; i < N; i++) {
C[i] = A[i] + B[i];
}
}

[Fig2] Example code for Sequoia.

scale future parallel systems and improve productivity of future
programmers. HPCS has produced Chapel [17], Fortress [18],
and X10 [19], developed by Cray, Sun, and IBM, respectively.
General-Purpose Computation on GPUs
GPUs are optimized for graphics algorithms, resulting in highly
parallel architectures. Researchers began to explore the use of
GPUs to accelerate nongraphics algorithms, giving rise to the
general-purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU) field. Early on,
algorithms had to be refactored to use graphics operations and
APIs [e.g., Open Graphics Library (OpenGL)].

// GPU device code for vector sum kernel
__global__
void vecAdd(float *A, float *B, float *C) {
int i = threadIdx.x + blockDim.x + blockIdx.x;
C[i] = A[i] + B[i];
}
// Host code that calls the vector sum kernel
int main() {
// Allocate arrays dA, dB, dC
//(omitted for brevity)
float *hA = ...;
float *hB = ...;
float *hC = ...;
float *dA, *dB, *dC;
cudaMalloc((void **) &dA, N * sizeof(float));
cudaMalloc((void **) &dB, N * sizeof(float));
cudaMalloc((void **) &dC, N * sizeof(float));
// Copy host data to device
cudaMemcpy(dA, hA, N * sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
cudaMemcpy(dB, hB, N * sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
}

// Run N/256 blocks of 256 threads each
vecAdd<<<N/256, 256>>>(dA, dB, dC)

[Fig3] Example code for CUDA.

In recent years, more general programming technologies for
GPUs have appeared, eliminating the need for a background in
graphics programming. This section discusses three of these
technologies: Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA),
Brook1, and Open Computing Language (OpenCL). By design,
GPUs are coprocessors and, hence, these technologies have the
same basic programming model: an application running on the
host allocates host and GPU memory, copies input data from
host memory to GPU memory, then launches parallel kernels on
the GPU.
Compute Unified Device Architecture
CUDA was developed by NVIDIA and was the first mainstream
GPGPU programming technology [20]. CUDA represents a GPU
as a hierarchy of concurrent threads. Global GPU memory is
partitioned among groups of threads, called thread blocks, while
threads in a thread block maintain a shared address space.
CUDA supports data parallelism by running parallel kernels on
one or more thread blocks. See Figure 3 for an example of a vector sum [21]. CUDA supports task parallelism by executing different kernels in different thread blocks since thread blocks
execute independently of each other. CUDA allows a single host
processor to launch kernels onto multiple GPUs. Other technologies, like MPI, are required if a system is comprised of multiple
host processors, e.g., clusters.
CUDA consists of C language extensions plus a runtime
library. The CUDA Developer SDK includes a number of components for SIP, including BLAS and FFT libraries and SIP
code examples.
Brook1
The GPGPU environment from Advanced Micro Devices (AMD),
the ATI Stream SDK [22], is centered around the Brook1 language, based on BrookGPU developed at Stanford University
[23]. Brook1 represents a GPU as a collection of thread processors that can issue up to five scalar operations per instruction.
Brook1 extends C with constructs for expressing data parallelism using single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) operations
that execute across thread processors. Two key constructs in
Brook1 are streams and kernels. Streams are a collection of
data elements that can be processed in parallel and kernels are
functions that operate on streams and execute across multiple
thread processors. See Figure 4 for an example of a vector sum
[24].
AMD also provides a GPU version of the AMD Core Math
Library, which includes BLAS, Linear Algebra PACKage
(LAPACK), and FFTs.
Open Computing Language
OpenCL is a standard for heterogeneous computing [25] maintained by the Khronos Group, which also oversees the popular
graphics standard OpenGL. OpenCL was explicitly designed with
abstractions that are low level and high performance but still
portable. The goal is to create a foundation that allows expert
programmers to create higher-level middleware libraries and
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tools. OpenCL targets a range of heterogeneous computing platforms, but is initially focused on supporting GPUs.
In OpenCL’s coprocessor model, a processing platform is
comprised of one host and one or more compute devices, which
are comprised of compute units, which are further comprised of
processing elements. OpenCL programs are comprised of a host
program and a set of kernels that run on devices, i.e., GPUs. The
host program is written using two software layers: a platform
layer and a runtime layer. The platform layer enables programs
to query devices for platform-specific information and create
contexts. A context is a scoping mechanism that allows the program to manage execution of kernels on devices. Within a context, the runtime layer allocates memory, compiles and creates
kernels, adds kernels to a command queue, synchronizes commands and cleans up resources. Kernels that execute on the
device are written using a modified version of C.
OpenCL host programs invoke kernels over an index space
called an NDRange. Each instance of a kernel at a point in the
NDRange is called a work-item; work-items are grouped into
work-groups. Data parallelism is supported by work-items in a
work-group executing a kernel together or multiple work-groups
executing in parallel. See Figure 5 for an example of a vector add
[26]. OpenCL requires all compute devices to support data parallelism, but some devices may also support task parallelism.
High-Level Languages
High-level languages (HLLs), such as Mathematica and MATLAB,
are attractive to engineers and scientists for their high levels of
abstractions and interactive programming environments. HLLs,
however, suffer from decreased performance that often results in
application runtimes of hours or days. This section discusses several technologies for supporting parallel computing in MATLAB
without sacrificing the ease of use of the MATLAB language.
pMatlab
MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MIT-LL) develops pMatlab [27], which
(along with several other libraries that are discussed in the section “SIP Middleware”) supports data parallelism using a programming construct called a map. To develop a pMatlab
application, the user first writes a functionally correct serial
MATLAB program. The program is then parallelized by adding
maps. Maps are objects that describe how an array should be
distributed, including the number of processors to distribute
each dimension across and the distribution type (i.e., block,
cyclic, and block-cyclic). Maps are passed into array constructors, e.g., zeros(), to create distributed arrays. The rest of
the code that processes distributed arrays is unchanged. This is
called a separation of concerns approach; the code for defining
maps and code for implementing the algorithm are orthogonal.
pMatlab distributes and communicates data without the user’s
knowledge. See Figure 6 for an example of allocating a distributed array [27].
Since pMatlab is written entirely in the MATLAB language, it
runs on any architecture supported by MATLAB. This ranges

// Kernel code that runs on GPU
kernel void sum (float a<>, float b<>, out float
c<>) {
c = a + b;
}
// Host code that calls kernel code
int main() {
float data[4] = {1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0};
float a<4>, c<4>;
// Allocate streams on GPU
int i;

}

streamRead(a, data); // Copy from host to GPU
sum(a, a, c);
// Call kernel on GPU
streamWrite(c, data); // Copy from GPU to host

[Fig4] Example code for Brook1.

from personal computers to clusters, containing either serial or
homogeneous multicore processors.
Star-P
Star-P is a product from Interactive Supercomputing [28], initially targeted at MATLAB but that has expanded to other HLLs, e.g.,
Python. Both pMatlab and Star-P share a similar approach to supporting data parallelism. First, the user writes a functionally cor-

// GPU device code for vector sum kernel
__kernel void vec_add(__global const float *a,
__global const float *b,
__global
float *c){
int gid = get_global_id(0);
c[gid] = a[gid] + b[gid];
}
// Host code that calls vector sum kernel
int main() {
// Create OpenCL context on GPU device and
// create the command queue
cl_context context =
clCreateContextFromType(...);
cl_cmd_queue cmd_queue =
clCreateCommandQueue(context, ...);
// Allocate memory (omitted for brevity)
...
// Create and build the program
cl_program rogram
p
=
clCreateProgramWithSource(context, ...);
clBuildProgram(program, ...);
// Create the kernel
cl_kernel =
clCreateKernel(program, "vec_add", NULL);
// Set kernel args (omitted for brevity)
...

}

// Run kernel and read output
clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(cmd_queue, kernel,
...);
clEnqueueReadBuffer(context, ...);

[Fig5] Example code for OpenCL.
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// Allocate distributed arrays
Nprocs = 4;
ABCmap = map([1 Nprocs], {}, 0:Nprocs-1);
A = zeros(1, 100, ABCmap);
B = rand(1, 100, ABCmap);
C = rand(1, 100, ABCmap);
// Do distributed computation
A(:, :) = B + pi * C;
[Fig6] Example code for pMatlab.

rect serial program. The user parallelizes the program by
annotating MATLAB array constructors to create distributed
arrays, known as a ddense. Star-P indicates which dimensions
of the array to distribute by tagging the dimension arguments
with *p. See Figure 7 for an example of allocating a ddense
[29].
Star-P has a client-server based architecture, where the client is a MATLAB session running on the user’s computer and
the server is a cluster that runs the Star-P software. When a
ddense constructor is called, the ddense object is allocated
on the cluster and all operations on any ddense object execute
on the cluster with high-performance parallel numerical libraries, such as Scalable LAPACK (ScaLAPACK).
MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox
Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) is a parallel toolbox for
MATLAB developed by The Mathworks, the developers of
MATLAB [30]. PCT also supports data parallelism using distributed arrays, known as codistributed arrays. Again, the user
first develops a functional serial program. The user parallelizes
the program by marking the beginning and end of parallel sections of code with the keywords spmd and end, respectively.
Arrays created inside spmd blocks are distributed across cores. A
number of MATLAB functions have parallel implementations
that are called when the function is invoked on a codistributed

// Allocate distributed arrays
a = rand(100*p);
b = rand(100*p);
// Do distributed computation
a * b;
[Fig7] Example code for Star-P.

spmd
// Allocate distributed array
A = rand(10000, 10000, codistributor());
// Do distributed computation
b = sum(A, 2);
end
[Fig8] Example code for PCT.

array. Many of these functions are based on ScaLAPACK. See
Figure 8 for an example of allocating a codistributed array
[31].
PCT also uses a client-server architecture, where the client
is the user’s MATLAB session. The client launches parallel code
on workers which can execute either on multiple cores on the
user’s computer or on a cluster.
SIP Middleware
A main challenge of building real-time embedded SIP systems
is minimizing changes to existing software with the insertion
of new hardware. Many systems are built on commercial hardware using vendor libraries for computation and communication. This leads to software that is hard to write, nonportable
and nonscalable. Standards such as MPI and the Vector Signal
and Image Processing Library (VSIPL) have improved portability, but not ease of development or scalability.
Middleware is a layer of software that provides a common
interface to different hardware and hardware-specific software,
e.g., vendor libraries. Middleware is key to isolating software
from hardware changes. This section describes several realtime SIP middleware libraries. These libraries are unique in
that they focus on programmer productivity, in addition to
high performance and portability, by using maps.
Parallel Vector Library
The Parallel Vector Library (PVL) was developed at MIT-LL and
has been used in a number of real-time embedded SIP systems
[32]. Its goals are to simplify writing parallel SIP software and
provide portability across hardware platforms, while maintaining high performance. It is a C11 library and contains a number of classes that hide the details of data and task parallelism.
PVL uses task maps and data maps to support task parallelism and data parallelism, respectively. Simply put, a map contains all the information necessary to describe how to distribute
an object onto one or more processors.
Task parallelism is supported using tasks and conduits. A task
encapsulates SPMD code that executes on one or more processors. A task map assigns a task to a set of processors at runtime.
Task maps allow developers to write task code without needing to
know which processors the task will run on. Conduits send data
between tasks. Conduits hide the details of the underlying communication technology, e.g., MPI, shared memory, etc.
Tasks and conduits enable data flow patterns that are common in real-time SIP applications, e.g., pipelines, fork-joins, and
round-robining. Tasks run on different sets of processors, executing different stages of a signal processing chain. Two consecutive tasks may distribute data across processors differently, e.g.,
data in the first task may be row-distributed and data in the second task may be column-distributed. The conduit connecting
the tasks automatically redistributes the data from a row to column distribution.
Data parallelism is supported inside tasks with vector and
matrix classes, which provide a high-level distributed array
interface. Like pMatlab, the developer first writes functionally
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correct serial code, then adds data maps to vector and matrix
constructors to allocate distributed arrays. PVL supports a large
number of SIP and linear algebra functions that operate on distributed objects. See Figure 9 for an example of allocating a distributed matrix.
PVL runs on homogeneous multicore processors, e.g., x86
and PowerPC, and is built on top of computation and communication libraries optimized for each supported hardware architecture, e.g., MPI and VSIPL. PVL users have also developed
custom kernels wrapped in the PVL API.
VSIPL11
The High Performance Embedded Computing Software
Initiative (HPEC-SI) is a consortium of industry, academia and
government organizations that maintains the VSIPL standards.
The first standard, VSIPL, is a C library for high-performance
serial computation. VSIPL11 is the successor to VSIPL, a C11
library for both serial and parallel real-time SIP [33].
VSIPL11’s goal is to provide a standard API that supports
productivity, performance and portability. To achieve these
goals, VSIPL11 adopted concepts from PVL, notably data maps,
and expanded on them, such as adding a tensor class to support
three-dimensional arrays. See Figure 10 for an example of allocating a distributed matrix.
VSIPL11 uses standard C11 and, hence, can be built on any
architecture with a C11 compiler. Like PVL, VSIPL11 can use
existing, optimized computation and communication libraries.
VSIPL11 runs on homogeneous multicore architectures, but
there are ongoing efforts to extend VSIPL11 to other architectures. CodeSourcery has an implementation for the Cell and
GPUs and Northeastern University is developing the VSIPL11 for
Reconfigurable Computing (VForce) library, which allows
VSIPL11 applications to use FPGAs as coprocessors [34].
Parallel Vector Tile Optimizing Library
MIT-LL is currently developing the Parallel Vector Tile
Optimizing Library (PVTOL) [35]. Its primary goal is to expand
the parallel programming constructs in PVL and VSIPL11 to
support both homogeneous and heterogeneous multicore architectures. PVTOL is built on top of VSIPL11 and uses the vector,
matrix, and tensor data structures and data maps to support
data parallelism.
PVTOL also inherits the task and conduit concept from PVL to
enable task parallelism in VSIPL11. In PVL, however, a task is a
collection of concurrent processes. On a cluster of single-core processors, each processor runs one of a task’s processes. On a multicore processor, PVL runs an entire process on each core. Using
threads instead of processes on a multicore processor is preferable,
due to their lighter weight nature. Yet, multiple processes are still
necessary for running on a cluster of multicore processors.
Historically, multiple programming models are used to write
multithreaded, multiprocess applications. A common example
of this is using a message-passing library, e.g., MPI, to distribute
an application among multiple processors and a multithreaded

// Allocate distributed matrix
vector<int> gridEls(2);
for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++){gridEls[i] = i;}
Map2d map(Grid2d(1, 2, gridEls),
BlockDist(), BlockDist());
Matrix<float> mat("matrix", map, 4, 8);
mat = elMul(mat,2);

// Do parallel
computation

[Fig9] Example code for PVL.

library, e.g., OpenMP, to multithread each process. This
approach is unwieldy, at best.
PVTOL supports task parallelism on multicore clusters by
implementing multithreaded tasks [36]. PVTOL provides a single interface for scaling applications from a serial processor to a
multicore processor to a cluster of multicore processors, by
changing task maps.
As mentioned above, VSIPL11 targets homogeneous
multicore architectures and work has been done to extend
VSIPL11 to the Cell, GPUs, and FPGAs. These extensions
of VSIPL11, however, invoke computation on coprocessors
in a blocking manner, i.e., the host invokes a kernel on a
coprocessor and waits for the coprocessor to complete. The
ability to asynchronously launch computation onto coprocessors would allow both the host and coprocessor to execute simultaneously.
PVTOL tasks and conduits are being extended to various
coprocessor architectures, including Cell, FPGAs, and GPUs.
This will allow developers to asynchronously invoke computation and perform communication on host processors and
coprocessors with the same interface. Tasks and conduits will
be implemented for new coprocessor architectures as they
emerge; having a consistent interface allows coprocessors in
embedded systems to be replaced without changes to the
application code. Figure 11 shows prototype code for running
tasks on host and coprocessors.
As PVTOL develops and is used in MIT-LL systems, proposals
will be made to HPEC-SI to include PVTOL concepts into future
versions of the VSIPL11 standard.
Technology Comparison

// Allocate distributed matrix
typedef Map<Block_dist, Block_dist> map_type;
typedef Dense<2, scalar_f, row2_type, map_type>
block_type;
typedef Matrix<scalar_f, block_type> view_type;
map_type map(1, 2);
view_type matrix(4, 8, map);
matrix = VSIP_IMPL_PI;
matrix *= 2; // Do distributed computation
[Fig10] Example code for VSIPL11.
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// Construct host and co-processor task maps
int hostprocs[] = {0}, coprocs[] = {0};
TaskMap<HOST>
hTaskMap(hostprocs);
TaskMap<COPROC> cTaskMap(coprocs);
// Construct host and co-processor tasks
Task<HostTask, HOST> hTask("Host", hTaskMap);
Task<CoprocTask, COPROC> cTask("Co-proc",
cTaskMap);
// Initialize and run the tasks
hTask.init(); cTask.init();
hTask.run(); cTask.run();
// Wait until the tasks complete
hTask.waitTillDone(); cTask.waitTillDone();
[Fig11] Example PVTOL code to launch tasks onto a host
processor and coprocessor.

This section discusses tradeoffs between the technologies discussed in this article by comparing performance and productivity between different classes of technologies. Table 2 summarizes
pros and cons of each technology.

The performance and productivity of multicore software
technologies can be characterized in two ways. First is the level
of abstraction of the programming language that the technology
is based on. Second is the mechanism for parallelizing the application across multiple cores [37].
Programming languages can be classified by their level of
abstraction. Assembly languages provide the highest performance, but are extremely difficult to use. Procedural languages, e.g., C, can produce excellent performance but with
significantly less effort than assembly. Object-oriented languages, e.g., C11, can produce performance comparable to
procedural languages, but often results in code that is more
concise and modular. High-level languages, e.g., MATLAB, have
significantly lower performance than other types of languages
but require the least effort to use.
Parallel programming technologies can be classified by their
communication mechanism. DMAs allow processors to directly
access each other’s memory and produce high performance but
are hardware specific, are not applicable to all multiprocessor systems (e.g., clusters), and are difficult to use. Threads enable shared
memory communication but limits systems to shared memory
architectures and incur the complexity of synchronization.

[Table 2] Tradeoff comparison of multicore software technologies.
Technology
Brook1

Pros
■ Support for BLAS, LAPACK, FFT

Chapel

■ Designed for high productivity and performance
■ Open source
■ Based on a familiar language (C11)

*Cilk11
Coarray
Fortran
CUDA

■
■
■
■

Industry standard
Based on a familiar language (Fortran)
Currently, most popular GPGPU technology
Support for BLAS, FFT

Fortress

Sequoia
Star-P

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Designed for high productivity and performance
Open source
Industry standard
Extensible to many coprocessor architectures
High programmer productivity
Provides support for parallelism built into MATLAB
High programmer productivity
Open source
Designed for real-time SIP applications
High level data structures
Designed for real-time SIP applications
High level data structures
Extensible to many coprocessor architectures
Extensible to many coprocessor architectures
High programmer productivity

StreamIt

■ Designed for real-time SIP applications

Titanium
UPC

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

OpenCL
PCT
pMatlab
PVL
PVTOL

VSIPL11
X10

Based on a familiar language (Java)
Industry standard
Based on a familiar language (C)
Industry standard
Designed for real-time SIP applications
Designed for high productivity and performance
Based on a familiar language (Java)

Cons
■ Proprietary, supports AMD GPUs only
■ Requires other technologies for multi-node
communication
■ Requires learning new language syntax, tools, etc.
■ Language under development
■ Proprietary, commercial (but free for open source
projects)
■ Supports shared memory, x86 processors only
■ Focuses mostly on data parallelism
■ Proprietary, supports NVIDIA GPUs only
■ Requires other technologies for multi-node
communication
■ Requires learning new language syntax, tools, etc.
■ Language under development
■ Low-level technology targeted at expert
programmers
■ Not suited for many performance-critical
applications
■ Not suited for many performance-critical
applications
■ Research prototype, not available for
general use (but concepts adopted by VSIPL11)
■ Research prototype, not available for general use
(but concepts will be proposed for addition to VSIPL11)
■ Research prototype, currently in alpha
■ Proprietary, commercial
■ Not suited for many performance-critical
applications
■ Research prototype
■ Requires learning new language syntax, tools, etc.
■ Focuses mostly on data parallelism
■ Focuses mostly on data parallelism
■ Focuses mostly on data parallelism
■ Language under development

*Cilk Arts was recently acquired by Intel.
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Relative Speedup

Message passing supports a wide range of
1,000
systems, but parallelizing applications can
OOP/Parallel Arrays
Procedural/Parallel Arrays
still require significant effort. The primary
Chapel, Fortress,
Brook+, Coarray Fortran,
PVL, PVTOL,
difficulties of parallel programming are parCUDA, OpenCL,
Sequoia, Titanium,
StreamIt, UPC,
titioning arrays across processors and redisVSIPL++, X10
OOP/
tributing arrays between processors.
Assembly/DMA
DMA
100
OOP/Threads
Historically, this was the programmer’s
Procedural/DMA
Cilk++
responsibility and highly error-prone.
Procedural/
HLL/Parallel Arrays
Distributed, or parallel, arrays hide this
Message Passing
PCT, pMatlab,
complexity in a concise interface, improvStar-P
Procedural/Threads
ing productivity. Consequently, nearly every
OOP/
10
Message
new multicore software technology includes
HLL/Threads
Passing
distributed arrays or constructs that can be
used to implement distributed arrays.
HLL/
Assembly
Quantitative estimates for performance
Message Passing
C
efficiency and coding effort for each class of
1
OOP
programming languages and parallel programming technologies are calculated in
[37]. By combining efficiency and effort
HLL
estimates, relative speedup and effort for an
application implemented with each tech0.1
nology on a hypothetical 100-core system
0.01
0.1
1
10
100
Relative Effort
are compared to a serial C implementation,
shown in Figure 12 [37].
Figure 12 is divided into quadrants. The [Fig12] Estimated speedup versus effort relative to serial C on a hypothetical
100-core system.
upper and lower halves indicate higher and
lower performance than serial C, respectechnology supports. Finally, technologies were compared at a
tively, and the left and right halves indicate less and greater effort
high level for performance efficiency and programmer producthan serial C, respectively. Historically, parallel programming
tivity.
technologies resided in the upper right quadrant, i.e., higher performance at the cost of higher effort. For example, procedural lanAcknowledgments
guages using message passing, e.g., MPI, require significantly
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[SP]


callouts

New technologies are needed to make
multicore processors accessible to a
larger community.
Multicore software technologies
can be implemented as languages or
libraries.
The vast majority of programming
languages are designed for serial
computation.
In recent years, more general
programming technologies for
GPUs have appeared, eliminating the
need for a background in graphics
programming.
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